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The application of Hamilton's principle to the problem of the determination of
the structure of low free energy state plasmoids is discussed. It is shown that
Clebsch representations of the vector fields and representations involving side
conditions on the functional result in the same sets of Euler-Lagrange
equations. The relationship of these representations to the problem of
containment forces in vortex structures (plasmoids) is considered. It is
demonstrated that the lowest free energy state of an incompressible plasma is
always Lorentz force and Magnus force free. For a compressible plasma obeying
the adiabatic gas laws, the Magnus force is finite. Introduction of conservation
of angular momentum as an additional side condition also results in finite
containment forces.
1. Introduction
The concept of force-free fields has played a major role in astrophysics and
in investigating possible naturally occurring stable states in magnetically
confined, high-temperature plasmas (Wells & Norwood 1968; Wells 1970, 1976;
Taylor 1974). Experiments have been performed in which force-free structures
are generated in the laboratory (Nolting, Jindra & Wells 1973). The results
indicate that force-free and quasi-force-free configurations are stable structures.
They have been heated to very high temperatures by secondary compression
mirror coils (Wells, Ziajka & Tunstall 1983, 1986). They also played an
important role in the formation of the solar system and other stellar systems
(Wells 1986).
It has been shown (Woltjer 1958) that force-free flow equilibria are predicted
by a variational principle designed to find the lowest free energy states of a
closed plasma configuration. In a recent paper (Rund, Wells & Hawkins 1978),
the importance of a suitable representation of the vector fields was indicated.
The point was stressed that the entire analysis is not well posed unless the
Lagrangian used in the variation depends explicitly on at least some of the
derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to the gradients of the dependent
variables. Unless this basic requirement is met, the resulting Euler-Lagrange
equations do not represent a system of differential equations for the fields.
Studies of the stability of these fields obtained without meeting this basic
requirement are without meaning. The physics behind the construction of a
well-posed version of this action principle is interesting and very important for
understanding the application of this method to dynamic plasma stability.
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It is well known (Seliger & Whitham 1967) that these requirements on the
form of the Lagrangian density are closely related to the type of field
representation used in defining the functional. If a Lagrangian description is
used, the equations of motion can be formed from Hamilton's principle without
difficulty. This results from the fact that in this description the motion of
individual discrete particles is followed in both space and time. When an
Eulerian description is used, the close similarity with a system of particles is
lost. Since this description is commonly used in MHD formalism, great care
must be exercised in posing problems involving Hamilton's principle. It was
pointed out by Lin (1963) that, in the Eulerian description, the initial co-
ordinate a(x0, t) does not change along the path, and thus for each co-ordinate
one has
dot,,d
Lin's suggestion was to include this equation as a constraint or side condition
on the functional. If it is properly introduced, it will allow currents and
vorticity in the MHD flow fields. Lin suggested that all three co-ordinates of a
be used as additional constraints and that the vector field v have the
representation
v
Clebsch (1959) noted that any velocity field can be represented by
Lin's form of Hamilton's principle leads to this representation. The requirement
that the formalism satisfy the necessity of modifying the Eulerian form of the
functional so that a description of the motion of individual particles can be
reclaimed is then automatically satisfied.
2. Clebsch potentials and force-free fields
For the velocity field v, one has
V x v = VQ x VP
always, where Q and P are well-behaved scalar functions (V x v is solenoidal).
Thus (v-QVP) is lamellar and
= VT
or v = QVP+VV.
This is a general representation of any vector field for suitably well behaved
functions Q, P and T.
A description of Woltjer's method of finding minimum free energy states
using Hamilton's principle with Clebsch representations of the vector field was
given by Rund et al. (1978). For application to the vector fields of interest in
MHD stability problems, one needs a set of dependent functions QA expressed
in terms of Clebsch potentials by some appropriate scheme.
Let QA denote a set of m class C2 functions of n independent variables x1.
Lower case indicesj,h,... range from 1 to m, while capital indices A,B,... range
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from 1 to m. For physical applications discussed in this paper, n = 3. A comma
followed by a subscript denotes partial differentiation: e.g.
In the (w + ra)-dimensional configuration spaceXn+m of the variables (xj,QA),
a system of m equations of the form
QA
 = 0
defines an w-dimensional subspace Cn of Xn+m. Assume a class C2 Lagrangian
L = (x1, QA, 0^), together with a finite, simply connected region 0 of the domain
Xn of the independent variables x?. Then the value of the n-iold integral
I(Cn)= f L(x>,@A,QA)d(x),
JG
(2)
where d(x) = dx1... dxn,
depends on the choice of the functions QA as arguments of the integrand and on
the choice of the subspace Cn.
Substitution of QA into the Lagrangian automatically introduces the required
derivatives, namely, the derivatives of the Clebsch potentials and thus Lin's
constraint is satisfied.
It was further demonstrated by Rund et al. (1978) that if a differential vector
field with components Xh is defined on a three-dimensional vector space, and if
prescribed values on the boundary are assigned to Xh, then a variational
calculation can be made to determine the conditions which the field Xh must
satisfy in order that the integral
I = l[xhXhd(x) (3)
assumes an extremum value subject to the given boundary conditions.
If ^{j = 1,2,3) represents the Cartesian co-ordinates of a three-dimensional
Eulerian space E3, then any differentiate vector field in E3 admits a Clebsch
representation of the form
where T, Q and P are again properly chosen class C2 Clebsch potentials.
The Lagrangian then takes the form
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Substitution of this Lagrangian into the Euler-Lagrange equations
where E&A(L) = -r-j -r—j —^— 4^ (6)
is shown to result in X = <rcurlX (7)
and div X = 0 (8)
which guarantees the existence of a vector field Y such that
X = curlY. (9)
If X is identified with a magnetic induction field B, then the integral (2)
represents the magnetic energy of the field in the region G. The problem is then
a minimum-energy problem. This is the same problem as was attacked by
Woltjer and first applied to laboratory plasmas by Wells & Norwood (1969).
It is interesting to note that the representation B = curl A follows directly
from the Euler-Lagrange equations. This representation was a separate and
additional assumption in the work of Woltjer.
Equation (7) now states that
B = o-curlB. (10)
This is the prescription for a force-free field.
It is important to note that this result is obtained without the use of the usual
constraints
A.Bdr (11)
(12)
It is demonstrated in Rund et al. (1978) that, if a Clebsch representation of
the field is used, the introduction of the so-called helicity integral (11) into the
functional by the use of Lagrange multipliers leads to no significant change in
the resulting Euler-Lagrange equations. The reason for this is closely related to
Lin's constraint. The introduction of the functional (11) and (12) into the
Lagrangian automatically introduces the required relation to the individual
particle motion in the Eulerian description. Moffatt (1969) has shown that an
integral of the form
Iu.wdr = const.r
implies vector fields u and w which satisfy the differential equation
^ : — =0.
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If one defines ("u.wl
""I—-
then -^+v.Va = 0, (13)
where p is the MHD fluid density. Equation (13) ensures the required global
particle and current identity. If u = A, w = B or u = B, w = V, one has the
usual magnetic and/or flow helicity. The use of both a Clebsch representation
and the helicity functionals leads to redundant description of the fields and non-
physical results (see below).
Possible scalar potential representations of the independent vector fields QA
have been discussed by Morrison (1981). The representation
B = VaxV/? (14)
is suggested. It should be noted that this representation results from a
description of the magnetic vector potential as a complex lamellar field, i.e.
A = aV/? (a complex lamellar field is defined by A.(VxA) == 0). This leads
to
B = V x A = Va x V#
and the magnetic helicity is everywhere zero. Thus, in this case, the use of the
functional
- J A Bdr =
is manifestly redundant.
If one uses the representation
then A.B = VT.{VaxV/?},
which is non-zero unless VY is parallel to Va, V/? or the plane defined by
Va x Vyff.
A representation using the generalized momentum has been discussed by
R u n d ^ M . 9 7 8 ) :
 m v + e A = V T + <, V P .
For this representation, (13) is again satisfied and Hamilton's principle leads to
the collinearity of all flow fields and conduction currents. This result was
obtained for a single-species plasma (extended to a two-fluid model). If this
model is replaced by the usual single-fluid MHD model, it can be shown that,
for a compressible plasma with an adiabatic gas law, the Lorentz force is zero
but the Magnus force is finite in the relaxed state (Wells 1970, 1987).
3. Physical implications of representations
We have shown above that if Clebsch potentials of various forms are used to
represent the flow and magnetic fields, Hamilton's principle yields force-free
10-2
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field solutions. If the potential representations are not used, the helicity
constraints with appropriate Lagrange multipliers also yield a force-free field
solution. How do these solutions differ in their physical implications?
We have shown above that the representation
leads, without the use of any constraint conditions, to (7) and (8), i.e.
V.B = 0 and B = <7CurlB. (15)
Equation (9) derives from the Euler-Lagrange equations
B.VQ = O,1
I (16)
B.VP = 0.J
Equations (16) and (17) ensure a force-free (Beltrami) field. Equation (8)
automatically defines the solenoidal property of the magnetic induction field.
Here the latter property appears a priori. For the Beltrami field, one has
V x B = QB,
V.(VxB) = QV.B + v.VQ = 0.
But V.B = 0.
Thus, there is a strong restriction on Q.
If the Clebsch potential is used to define the field or if one obtains the same
equation by use of side condition equations (11) and (12), the solution must be
force-free with Q constant on a flux line or over the whole space of interest. (The
latter is by definition a ' Trakalian' field.) Since V. B = 0 is always a requirement
on the induction, Q is always restricted if Xh = Bh. If the Lagrange multiplier
method is used, this result is not changed.
On the other hand, V.v is not always zero and thus Xh = vh cannot be used
unless the equations are to describe an incompressible or isochoric flow, i.e.
V.v = 0.
This restriction is discussed below in connection with the problem of
containment forces.
The motivation for Lin's constraint and its physical meaning is carefully
explained in an important paper by Henyey (1983). He argues that the
'motivated Legendre transformation' described by Courant-Hilbert allows a
simple analogue to the physics of the requirement for Lin's constraint. The
analogue is as follows.
The statement of Hamilton's principle must include more than the
requirements of the calculation of the extremum of the action. It must include
the statement that the solution must have fixed initial values of the co-
ordinates. If one considers the simple case of the motion of a free particle, this
requirement imposes an integral constraint on the velocity,
1 = (xt-xt). (17)
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When this constraint is used with the action,
\mv2dt,
one attains the solution
v = constant.
If the action is varied without this constraint, the Euler-Lagrange equation
takes the form
v = 0.
For a fluid, the motion of a fluid element is traced by its Lagrangian
displacement. For a magnetofluid, the functional (side condition) (17) is
replaced by (11) and (12) or the Clebsch representations (1).
It should be emphasized that the introduction of the Clebsch representation
or the side conditions introduces a new set of Euler-Lagrange equations. These
new field equations are not members of the same set of equations obtained
without the new representation or side conditions. They are solutions of the
variational problem that is now well posed and physically meaningful and are
thus the extremum fields required by the physical problem of finding the lowest
global energy states of a closed plasma configuration (plasmoid) (Wells et al.
1986).
4. Minimum-energy solutions and finite containment forces
The relationship of the introduction of side conditions by the use of Lagrange
multipliers and/or the introduction of various potential representations to
Pfaff's problem for differential forms and Hamilton's equations of motion for
the flow have been discussed by Seliger & Whitham (1967) and later by
Morrison (1981). Our purpose here is to apply both methods in a search for a
global minimum-free-energy solution that yields finite containment forces.
It has been observed experimentally that plasmas with very high ion
temperatures and densities can be contained for times corresponding to many
Alfven transit times by the use of magnetic fields. In some experiments,
magnetic pressures too low to support the corresponding plasma pressure are
recorded. 1000 eV plasmas have been contained by dynamic forces (Magnus
forces) alone with zero magnetic field strength (Wells et al. 1983). Since the
plasmas in these experiments have been produced by a plasma gun that
generates quasi-force-free structures (Wells & Norwood 1969), it is of interest to
investigate appropriate variational principles that might generate solutions
that correspond to minimum global energy and also have finite Lorentz and/or
Magnus (fluid) forces.
Rund et al. (1978) have shown that using a generalized momentum
represented by Clebsch potentials results in a two-particle-species model that
has all vector fields, i.e. v, V x v, j , and B parallel. This is the force-free, collinear
flow solution that has zero Lorentz and Magnus forces. Thus there are no
containment forces within the structure described by that model.
The simplest single fluid model representation is of the form
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This representation is restricted to an incompressible flow. In this case,
The Euler-Lagrange equations become
These equations can be combined to yield
'S'S (20»
Equation (18) becomes,
V.(B + v) = 0. (21)
Again, equations (18) and (19) show that B} and v} are parallel to the
intersection of the level surfaces P — const., Q = const, in E3. The most general
solution of this pair of equations is given by
^ J ^ (22)
where again n(oc^) is some scalar function of position, while eihk denotes the
three-dimensional permutation symbol. Then
dP
or
i dvk _i dBk
which is equivalent to
±/ifo = /i{curl v + curl B}. (23)
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There are an infinite number of solutions of this equation. The scalar fi(xh)
remains undetermined. The minimum energy solution can be obtained by
writing the energy density of a closed fluid element in the form
energy density = e = \pvijr-—I——.
The value of fi(x") corresponding to minimum energy density follows from
3/t(x")
From equation (23),
e = 7- {curl v ± curl B}2 + u\ —. {curl v + curl B} + «„ 1B2 H V — \,
2
 U 2/*o P)
de
j - = /i {curl v + curl B}2 ± B/{c\xv\ v + curl B} = 0,
/«(**) = ±{B}.{curlv + curlB}//w|{curlv + curlB}2, v = ±B/(/iop)i (24)
Thus B is parallel to curl B. Similarly v is parallel to curl v and the Lorentz and
Magnus forces are again zero. If the plasma is isochoric, it is shown below that
the Magnus force is finite.
Since both a Clebsch representation of the vector fields and the application
of side conditions on the energy functional have been shown to satisfy Lin's
constraint requirements, it is interesting to see whether the absence of finite
containment forces is characteristic of the field potential approach or whether
the same result is obtained by the second method.
A straightforward approach to the side condition method would be to vary
the total energy
i{4§.)' <25»
subject to the constraints
(26)
I2=fB.vdT, (27)
=\ pdr. (28)
The side conditions (26), (27) and (28) exclude the conservation of angular
momentum constraint
r
r.pvdr. (29)
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In Wells & Norwood (1968), a discussion of the constraint integral
B.vdr
is given which indicates that for the assumption of axisymmetry, the integrand
contains an arbitrary function of the spatial co-ordinates (excluding the
azimuthal co-ordinate). A modified functional of the form
1pnB.vdr (30)
where n = \ is proposed which leads to a force-free, collinear solution for
compressible flow. If the functional in (30) is used and the equilibrium equations
are introduced by means of a Lagrange multiplier, K (a constant vector since
all Lagrange multipliers for integral constraints must be constants (Arfken
1966)), then the variation takes the form
SE—— d / j - ,
+ Vx(VxA)x(VxA)}]dr,
where at, ft and e are constant scalar Lagrange multipliers.
The resulting Euler-Lagrange equations take the form
8A: VxB = oB+/to/J(Vxp"v), (31)
dv: v = ±pPnB/(p + K.Vp), (32)
SU: K.V/9 = - p / ( r - l ) , (33)
Sp: t/ + K.(7-l)VC/ = iK.Vv2 + K.(?xv)-e-/?(B.v)wp"-1 = 0. (34)
From (32) and (33), ,,
v = ±0p»B[p-:Py - 1
From the discussion in Wells & Norwood (1968),
>)'. (35)
I t is then easily shown from (31) and (32) that
(36)
where Q is a constant and the Lorentz force is again zero. Direct calculation of
the Magnus force results in
xv)xv = /)(vx Vp) x v,
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which indicates a finite containment force for the relaxed state of an isochoric
plasma (Wells 1970, 1987).
One next considers the general nature of the extremum problem. Does
variation of the functional (25) result in an absolute minimum energy solution ?
Is there a higher energy solution that will yield finite containment forces and
still be relatively stable ?
The relative stability of the solution depends on the number and type of side
conditions. If the integrand, including all side conditions (constraints), is a
convex function, the extremum will be an absolute minimum. For the constraint
equations (26)-(28), applied to the integrand of equation (25), the integrand will
be convex if the appropriate equation of state is used for the internal energy
term. The details of these considerations will be discussed in another paper
(Wells 1987).
We now, finally, consider the Euler-Lagrange equations that result from the
variation of a functional that includes equations (25)-(29), i.e. includes
conservation of angular momentum. A simple form of this problem was
considered by Wells & Norwood (1969). The variation takes the form
ft 171 f\ T /?Jf T £>Jt T
+ V x (V x A) x (V x A)}] dr- iSI4 - ASI& - Xdl6 (37)
where i, A and S are Lagrange multipliers, and
h
h
h
= |lxi
-J,x,
= fkx
r.pvdr,
r. pv dr,
r.p\dr.
For simplicity, we consider A = S = 0. Then the resulting Euler-Lagrange
equations take the form
8A: VxB = aB+/ioj3(Vxpn\),
Sv: pv = fipn(VxA)-K.Vpv-p{lxr}, (p + K.Wp) v = fipnB-p{l xr},
v = • L — r B/(/to/9)» + i - — - R w h e r e R = l x r , (38)
Sp:
SU:
From (37), i has the dimensions of velocity. Equation (38) is dimensionally
correct. It indicates that both the Lorentz and Magnus forces are non-zero. The
variation (37) corresponding to a relatively low minimum-energy state that
yields finite containment forces.
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5. Conclusions
Current and flow fields corresponding to absolute minimum-free-energy
states may be found by constructing Lagrange densities from appropriate
potential representations of the fields. Alternatively, the functionals used in
Hamilton's principle may be constructed by the use of side conditions and
constant Lagrange multipliers. The former method is best suited to single-
particle or two-particle fluid calculations. If it is applied to the single-fluid
MHD model, there are some serious restrictions on the resulting solutions. The
second method is more flexible and is better suited to single-fluid model
calculations.
The Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to the lowest energy state
resulting from side conditions in the form of integral constraints yield non-zero
containment forces for an isochoric plasma. The higher energy state, in which
angular momentum is conserved, yields finite containment forces. In the
experiments described by Wells et al. (1983, 1986), the angular momentum of
the vortex structures is not conserved during plasmoid formation but is
conserved during collision and compression.
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